
Professional Boundaries with 

Direct Service Workers

Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service (LIRS) 
Children’s Services (CS)



Target Objectives

• Describe & define professional boundaries

• Examine and relate to case examples

• Understand how to implement and examine 
professional boundaries & possible conflicts



Boundaries – What Are They?

• Barriers in a relationship we aim not to cross

• Can be:

– Personal and/or professional

– Physical

– Value/Moral



Purpose of Boundaries

• Guidelines for the working relationship

• Maintains personal-professional separation

• Protects practitioner and client

– From exploitation/abuse

– Misunderstandings

– Dependence

– Burn-out



Ethics & Boundaries

• NASW Code of Ethics

–Commitment to clients

• Values in social services

– Importance of human relationships

–Respect

–Competence

• Boundary violations/crossings



Impacts of Culture/Diversity

• Physical touch

• Hospitality

• Beliefs about coexistence

–e.g. Small talk first, real talk after

• Language considerations

• Social networking/online



Possible Experiences

• Being offered:
– Food or beverage

– Significant gifts, tips, favors

• Receiving requests for:
– ‘a coffee date’/non-professional meeting

– A date

– Your personal contact information

– Letter of Recommendation



Possible Experiences

• Physical interaction
– Hugs
– Hugs and kisses on the cheek
– Handshakes or handholding
– Pats on the back
– Physical restraint

• Request outside area of competence
• Over-involvement with a client
• Sharing personal information



Possible Experiences

• Running into a client in public

• Dual relationships with a client/former client

• Developing romantic/sexual feelings



Possible Harm

• Client

• Worker/Practitioner

• Agency/Organization



Recommendations

• Determine your level of professional comfort

• Discuss boundary expectations with your client

• Consult with colleagues/supervisor

• Utilize cultural competency

When in doubt…..



Test Your Knowledge

Why are professional boundaries important 
for direct service workers?
 a. They protect the practitioner from lawsuits

 b. They protect the practitioner & the client 

 c. The client will feel safe 

 d. Personal life will not impact professional practice



Test Your Knowledge

What are the three values that impact 
professional boundaries?
 a. Importance of human relationships

 b. Social justice

 c. Respect and competence

 d. Both a and c



Case Example #1
You are a caseworker working in family reunification at 
a local agency. You are completing necessary home 
visits and contacts with the minor and sponsor per 
post-release services requirements. Throughout these 
services, you have grown close to the 16 year old 
minor, and see yourself as a sort of role model for him. 
You only want for him to succeed and for you to be a 
potential contact for him so he does not feel alone. As 
you are terminating the PRS relationship with the 
minor and sponsor, the minor ‘friends’ you on 
Facebook. Do you accept the online friendship or 
decline?



Case Example #2
You are a new worker at a local agency that is 
working with resettled immigrant families. You have 
been assigned your first client: an older couple and 
their two grandchildren. During your first home 
visit, the grandmother greets you by hugging you 
and kissing you on both cheeks. Not knowing what 
to do, and feeling very uncomfortable, you keep 
your physical distance and keep your hands at your 
sides. The grandmother also brings in a platter of 
sandwiches and coffee. As it would be a violation of 
professional boundaries to take anything from a 
client, you avoid the coffee and sandwiches for the 
entire visit. When you are leaving, you wonder if 
you have done something wrong…What now?
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